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A b s t r a c t .  Algorithms and techniques to determinize and complement 
w-automata with various forms of fairness constraints are investigated 
and implemented. A tool-box is constructed by supplementing these al- 
gorithms with less complex ones for certain special cases. Recently pub- 
lished constructions which are asymptotically optimum constitute some 
of the core routines. The principal use of these tools is in checking lan- 
guage containment between two non-deterministic automata. In language 
containment based verification, the need for this check may arise in two 
occasions: when checking whether a system satisfies a property expressed 
as a non-deterministic automaton, or, in hierarchical verification, where 
the more detailed system description must satisfy the more abstract spec- 
ification. 
We give examples motivating the utility of non-deterministic specifica- 
tions and complexity results relating non-deterministic and deterministic 
w-automata. The algorithms mentioned have been implemented as part 
of the HSIS verification system. Experimental results are presented to 
demonstrate the practical applicability of the algorithms. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Many problems in formal  verification can be formulated in a language contain- 
ment  framework. Deciding whether the language of an au tomaton  M is contained 
in tha t  of P ,  i.e., L(M) C L(P), is PSPACE-complete  if P is non-deterministic.  
Language containment  is usually tested by converting to a language emptiness 
question: an au tomaton  P accepting the language L(P) is constructed, and it is 
determined whether L(M x P) is empty. Known asymptot ical ly  op t imum ways 
of obtaining such a P requir e determinizing P first. 

Determinizat ion of w-au tomata  with fairness constraints is more complex 
than determinization of finite au tomata .  The straightforward subset construction 
does not work; specialized constructions taking into account the particular kind 
of fairness constraints need to be employed. Because of the exponential  cost 
of determinization,  it has been considered impractical,  and verification systems 
have either been restricted to using deterministic au toma ta  or employed means 
of verification other than language containment([Kur87],[HSIS94]) 
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Nevertheless, non-determinism is a valuable tool in au tomata  theory, as well 
as hardware verification. It offers the versatility of having concise specifications, 
and captures the structure of certain languages or sequences of events in a natural  
way. The flexibility to use non-deterministic au tomata  as specifications makes 
certain operations such as variable hiding or abstraction much easier. Therefore, 
it is useful to have a tool that  handles non-deterministic au tomata  and hides from 
the user the complexity of conversion to deterministic automata.  This provides 
the motivation for our study. 

The main product of our work is a tool for determinizing and complementing 
various kinds of w-automata. The contributions reported in this paper are 

- A partly implicit implementation of Safra's construction ([Saf88]) for deter- 
minizing Biichi au tomata  and determinization routines for Streett and Rabin 
automata  by converting them to Biichi au tomata  first. 

- Specialized less complex constructions for the following kinds of au tomata  
and their implicit implementations. 

�9 Automata  with fairness constraints of the form Vl<i<h G~~ (i.e., a run 
must eventually fall in one of the Ais to be accep~d-). 

�9 k-step observably non-deterministic au tomata  (See [Cer92] and Section 4.4.) 

- Experimental results demonstrating the practicality of determinization as 
part of a verification tool. 

Section 2 defines the concepts and notation. In Section 3 we provide more 
concrete motivation for our work through examples and describe the applica- 
tions of language containment of non-deterministic w-automata.  Section 4 details 
the main body of our work on determinization and complementation. Previous 
work and complexity results are given, and the algorithms mentioned above and 
techniques used in their implementation are explicated. In Section 5, the per- 
formance of the algorithms on various examples is studied and the limitations 
of the implementation are addressed. In Section 6 we summarize our work and 
propose future directions. 

2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s :  w - a u t o m a t a  

An w-automaton over an alphabet Z consists of a finite transition structure and 
a fairness condition. More precisely, it is a 5-tuple (Q, Z,  T, I, 4~), where Q is the 
set of states, Z is the alphabet, T C Q • Z • Q is the transition relation, I ___ Q 
is the set of initial states, and �9 is the fairness condition. A run on an input 
string x = XOXl... E Z ~ is an infinite sequence of states ~ = sos1..., starting 
in one of the initial states (so E I) and making transitions that  are allowed 
by T (Yi (si, xi, S~+l) E T). An automaton is said to be deterministic if it has 
only one initial state, and on any input symbol there is exactly one transition 
possible from any given state. A deterministic automaton has exactly one run 
on any given input string. The fairness condition is a condition on the infinitary 
set of a run inf(c~), i.e., the set of states that  are visited infinitely often by a. 
The infinitary part of a run is the latter part of it during which no state outside 
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inf(a)  is visited. A run a is said to be accepting if inf(c~) satisfies 4~. A string 
is accepted by an w-automaton if and only if it has an accepting run. 

The fairness constraint is expressed conveniently as a Boolean combination 
of the following: G~176 meaning that  the run must eventually fall completely 
inside A, i.e. inf(a)  C A, and F~176 meaning that  the run must visit some state 
in A infinitely often, i.e. inf(a)  N A ~ O. Some commonly used forms of fairness 
constraints are 

- �9 = F ~ A  (Bfichi Fairness) 
- ~ = Ai (F~176  ~ F~176 = Ai (G~ni  V F ~ U i )  (Streett Fairness) 
- �9 = V ~ ( F ~ L ~  ^ G~U~)  (aabin  Fairness) 
- L-processes and L-automata  have fairness constraints on edges as well as 

states ([Kur87]). These automata  can be translated to the above efficiently. 

L(A), the language accepted by A, is defined as the set of w-strings that  are 
accepted by the automaton A. A language L is called w-regular if it can be 
written as L = ~J~l  UiVi ~ for regular languages Ui and Vi. Non-deterministic 
Biichi, Streett and l~abin, and deterministic Streett and Rabin au tomata  all 
accept exactly the class of w-regular languages, whereas deterministic Biichi 
au tomata  are strictly less expressive. 

3 Mot ivat ion  

An automaton is said to be non-deterministic if it has more than one initial state, 
or from a certain state, on an input symbol, there is more than one possible tran- 
sition. This freedom can be used to advantage in various ways. It is known that  
non-deterministic au tomata  are at least exponentially more concise. Moreover, 
in many cases, non-deterministic au tomata  provide a simpler and more intu- 
itive means for specifying a language. One common case is looking for certain 
substrings in a string, i.e., pat tern matching. Suppose we want to construct a 
deterministic automaton accepting a language of the form 

L(S) = {x E E ~ [ S C ~*, 37 E S such that  7 occurs in x infinitely often} 

i.e., we want to match one of a finite number of patterns. Figure 1 shows the 
form of a non-deterministic automaton that  expresses this property naturally. 
In general, a deterministic automaton recognizing a language of this form must 
take into account the common substrings of the strings in S, and must store 
information about a sufficient number of previous symbols to be able to decide 
whether the current input symbol results in a match. 

Now consider a property verification example where we would like to prove 
the following about a communication channel: "It is infinitely often the case 
that  the data  t ransmit ted is eventually received correctly at the other end." 
The automaton in Figure 2 describes this property. A deterministic automaton 
expressing the same property must make use of special constructs to keep track 
of transmissions that  are never received and those that  are eventually received. 
(See [Ta~95] for the details and other examples.) 
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Fig.  1. Non-deterministic Bfichi automaton accepting L(S), where S = {7 ~ 71 ,- 
..., 7~}, and 7) denotes the j t h  symbol in string 7 i. The final states are marked 
with double circles. 

To benefit from the flexibility offered by non-determinism, formal verifica- 
tion systems must incorporate algorithms that  can handle them. In the rest 
of this section, we investigate the problem of language containment using non- 
deterministic automata.  

A formal verification environment based on language containment models a 
system M as a collection of interacting w-automata: M1,..., M~ [Kur92]. The 
need for language containment typically arises in one of the following schemes: 

1. A property, specified as an w-automaton P,  is to be proved about the system. 

This is done by checking whether or not the language of the system L(M) de=: 
L(M1) • L(M2) X ... x L(M~) is contained in the language of the property 
automaton, L( P). 

2. There are several representations of the system, or several phases of the 
design process, which differ in the level of abstraction used to specify the 
system (hierarchical specification). A desirable feature of a hierarchical spec- 
ification is that,  if properties are proved about an abstract version of the 
system (L(Mabs) C L(P)), they are satisfied by the more detailed, refined 
version (L(Mr:~) C_ L(P)). h sufficient condition for this is L(M~],~) C_ 
L(M~b~). Much of the time, refinement is done module by module, i.e., if 
M~b~ = 1-[i Mab~,i, later on M~b~,i is replaced by M~$~,~. The check to be 
performed in this case to verify whether property L(P) carries over to the 
refined system if, for all i, L(Mr:,~,i) C L(M~b,,i). A more abstract repre- 
sentation of a module may be employed either to reduce the complexity of 

transmit (datao~r~e~ +-- da ta~ t )  

receive A (dataobserw~. = datareceiv~d) 

Fig.  2. Non-deterministic Biichi automaton describing the property "It is in- 
finitely often the case that  the data transmitted is eventually received correctly 
at the other end." The fairness constraint is F ~176 {A} A F~176 
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verification by hiding unnecessary detail or because some components of the 
system have not been designed yet, therefore, little is known about their 
behavior. This would often be the case in modelling the environment of a 
hardware module. 

In the first context, non-determinism can arise because property au tomata  
may be non-deterministic. At some level of abstraction, it may be easier to 
express a property using a non-deterministic automaton.  A property of the form 
"if event e happens, then one of the acceptable responses in S must eventually 
follow" can be expressed naturally using non-determinism and may be hard to 
express otherwise. 

Now consider the second case. The following is an example of abstraction 
and subsequent refinement, where we would like to verify a system consisting of 
a resource, a number of users wanting to access it, and an arbiter that  allocates 
the resource to them, one at a time. When verifying such a system, we may 
not know the details of the arbiter, but we may know that  it will eventually be 
designed to service each user in a fair fashion, i.e., each user will gain use of 
the resource infinitely often. We can model this arbiter as an automaton that ,  at 
each step, non-deterministically allocates the resource to some user that  requests 
it, and that  also has the fairness condition that  each user be serviced infinitely 
often. We may be able to verify some properties about the system with this 
much information. At a later phase of the design, we may have a more refined 
model for the arbiter. If we can prove that  the languages of the refined modules 
are contained in those of the more abstract ones, the properties proved at the 
more abstract level will still hold. The following demonstrates this scheme in 
more detail for an example system. 

Example 1. Let the abstract model of the arbiter mentioned be Marb in Figure 3. 
A and B are the function units that  want to access the resource. The structure 
of A is shown in Figure 3, B's is the same. 

It is possible to prove the following properties of the system consisting of the 
abstract models of the function units and the controller. 

1. At most one functional unit can be using the resource at any given time. 
2. If it is infinitely often the case that  a functional unit asserts request for two 

clock periods in a row, then it gets the resource infinitely often. 

Consider now the actual implementation of the controller shown in Figure 3. 
It can be shown that  the language of the implementation is contained in that  of 
the abstract model. Assuming that  the function units are implemented in a way 
that  the same language inclusion holds, the properties above hold for the actual 
implementation of the system also. 

In both applications of language containment mentioned, the check L(M) C__ 
L(P) requires an automaton P .  The complementation operation for obtaining 
P from P is trivial if P is deterministic: only the fairness constraint is comple- 
mented. However, if P is non-deterministic, this approach will not work, as a 
given input string may have both accepting and non-accepting runs. All known 
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Abstract  version of the arbiter, Metb 
re "n d o r~ e A 

~ o n e B  

{goB} 

Abstract  version of a function unit 

{ - , r e q a ~  { "'~a~ L' '~ru s {'~-r } 

Deterministic finite s ta te  machine realizing the arbiter 

~eqA ~ e q B  ~$~ 

,reqA reqA r e q a ( ~  f l i p ~  flip 

~ e q A  ~ r e q B  ~/~else 

pA A "~PB A req,s, or 
PA A "~PB A reqA A arbA 
If  (PA A PB) t h e n ~  

/ doneA A "npB 

- -  X , ~ /  - - - ' ~ p ~ A  re t 

pB A "~pA A reqB i~..._____~ 
pB A "~PA A reqB A arb B 
If (PA a PB) then "flip" 

",done a 

~{goa} 

~doneB A " 
PA A rsgA 

~ {eoB} 
"ndo~eB 

Fig.  3. A hierarchical verification example. The possible outputs at each 
State are indicated in braces next to the state. For the abstract version of 
the arbiter, the fairness constraint is that  both A and B are serviced in- 
finitely often and that  neither of them holds the resource indefinitely, i.e. 

= Fo~ A FC~ A F~176 A FC~ For the other machines, there are no 
fairness constraints, i.e., all runs are accepting. 

asymptotically optimum ways to perform the complementation operation in- 
volve determinizing the automaton first. The next section elaborates on this 
point and presents constructions for determinization and complementation of 
automata with various kinds of fairness constraints. 

4 D e t e r m i n i z a t i o n  a n d  C o m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

4.1 P r e v i o u s  W o r k  

[SVW87] gives a procedure that  complements an n state B/ichi automaton into 
a non-deterministic Biichi automaton that  can have as many as 24n2 states. 
In [Saf89], the complexity of translation between various forms of w-automata is 
studied and procedures for these translations are presented. In the same work, 
the complexity of complementation for several kinds of automata  is investigated, 
and constructions are given. Lower bounds are also provided on the complexities 
of these operations. 

The following is a list of some relevant results for the determinization and 
complementation of w-automata that  are interesting for our language contain- 
ment purposes. We use the same notation as [Saf88], i.e. N stands for non- 
deterministic, D stands for deterministic, B for Biichi, R for Rabin, and S for 
Streett automata.  For instance, N R ( n , h )  --* NB( (n  + 1)h) denotes the fact 
that  a non-deterministic Rabin automaton with n states and h (Li, Ui) pairs in 
its fairness condition can be converted to a non-deterministic Biichi automaton 
with (n + 1)h states. 
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1. NB(n) ~ DR(2 ~ log ~), n). This also yields a complementation procedure 
from NB into DS of the same complexity: only the fairness condition of the 
Rabin automaton needs to be complemented to achieve this. ([SafS9],[Saf88]) 

2. NS(n, h) de_~t DR(2O(nh tog nh), nh) ([Saf92]) 
3. DR(n, h) -+ DS(n2 h log h, h + l )  and DS(n, h) --~ DR(n2 h log h, h + l )  ([Saf89]) 

4. 1 and 3 imply that  gB(n)  d~ DS(2O( n tog ,),n). Using 1, a deterministic 
P~abin automaton is obtained, which is converted into a deterministic Streett 
automaton using 3. 

5. 2 and 3 imply that  NS(n, h) d~ Ds(2o(,~ h Zog ,~h), nh) by a similar argument. 
6. NR(n ,  h)--+NB((n + 1)h). 

[Cer92] addresses finite automata  that  are k-step observably non-deterministic, 
i.e., the selection of the next state can be identified by observing ahead the input 
string up to k symbols. In Section 4.4, we generalize this approach to work on 
w-automata, and give a polynomial determinization construction. 

We have implemented a "determinization and complementation tool-box" 
mainly based on ideas from the literature mentioned above. In the rest of this 
section, we discuss the algorithms that  constitute the tool-box and their imple- 
mentations. 

The algorithms have been implemented as part of the Berkeley formal verifi- 
cation system HSIS [HSIS94]. In all of the following cases, a BDD representation 
of the non-deterministic automaton's  transition relation is the input to the al- 
gorithms, and the output is a BDD representation for the transition relation of 
the determinized or complemented automaton. 

4.2 Bi ichi  A u t o m a t a  
As mentioned in [Saf88] the complexity of determinization for Biichi automata  
to Rabin automata  is at least 20(n tog n); strictly harder than the equivalent 
problem for finite automata.  

Saf ra ' s  C o n s t r u c t i o n  [Saf88] gives an asymptotically optimum construction 
for determinizing Biichi automata.  The algorithm is provided here for reference. 
A proof of correctness can be found in [Saf88]. 

Given a non-deterministic Biichi automaton N = (~, QN, I, 6N, F~A),  a 
deterministic Rabin automaton D = (Z, QD, {q0}, 5o, C) accepting the same 
language is constructed as follows. 

- S t a t e s  (QD): Each state of D is a labelled ordered tree. A labelled ordered 
tree is a rooted tree with the following attributes: 

�9 A complete ordering on the children of each node (i.e., if a and b are the 
children of the same node, either a is an "older sibling" of b or b is an 
"older sibling" of a) 

�9 A label on each node of the tree: Each node has some subset of QN as 
its label, with the following restrictions: 

�9 The union of the labels of the children of a node v is a proper subset 
of the label of v, 
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* Two nodes neither of which is an ancestor of the other must  have 
disjoint sets as their labels. 

Moreover, each node is colored green or white, and has a distinct name, 
which is an integer between 1 and n = IQNI. See Figure 4 for an example.  
A node a is said to be to the left of another node b if either a is older 
than b, or some ancestor of a is an older sibling of some ancestor of b. 

F ig .  4. One state of the deterministic au tomaton .  In this example,  
QN = {a, b, c, d, e, f ,  g, h, k, m, s}. Green nodes are shaded. 

- T h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  q0 is a single node tree with the node colored white and 
having I ,  the set of initial states of N as its label. The name of the node is 
arbitrari ly chosen to be 1. 

- T h e  t r a n s i t i o n  r e l a t i o n  59" Given a state s of D and a symbol  a E Z,  
59 (s, a)  is computed by performing the following sequence of actions: 

1. Set the color of all the nodes of the labelled ordered tree s white. 
2. For every node of the tree s, labelled by the set L C_ QN, replace L with 

5N( L, o O. 
3. For every node v of s labelled L, if L contains accepting states (states 

from A), create a new node w to be the youngest child of v, and label it 
with L N A, i.e., the final states in the label of v. 

Steps (1-3) may  result in a tree that  does not satisfy the requirements 
stated before. The following steps restore the required structure. 

4. For every state q of N appearing on the label of a node v, if q appears 
on the label of a node that  is to the "left" of v, remove q from the label 
of v. 

5. Remove all nodes with empty  labels. 
6. For every node v whose label is equal to the union of the labels of its 

children, remove all descendants of v and color v green. 
7. If  a node has been newly created, give it a name between 1 and n that  

is not the name of any other node on the tree. This is always possible, 
as the tree cannot have more than n nodes ([Saf88]). 

8. If  a node has not been deleted (i.e., it appeared in s, and it got trans- 
formed but did not get deleted), leave its name the same. 
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The fairness condition is a Rabin type constraint given by C = Vl<i<n(FC~Gri - 
A G~176 where Gri is the set of states of D where the node named i in the 
tree representing the state is colored green and Appi is the set of states of D 
where, in the tree representing the state, a node named i appears. 

In [Saf88], it is proved that  the deterministic Rabin automaton constructed 
consists of at most 2 ~176  states and n (Li, Ui) pairs in its fairness con- 
straint. Note that ,  since deterministic Rabin au tomata  can be complemented 
into deterministic Streett au tomata  in a straightforward manner, by rewriting 
the acceptance condition as C = Al<i<n(F~Appi A G~176 this construction 
provides a means for complementa t ionwi th  the same asymptotically opt imum 
complexity of 2~ '~ tog , )  [Saf88]. 

P a r t l y  i m p l i c i t  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  Sa f r a ' s  C o n s t r u c t i o n  The construc- 
tion in the previous section is one of the core routines in the tool-box. Safra's 
construction does not lend itself to a straightforward completely implicit imple- 
mentation,  since the information that  the states encode does not provide us with 
a natural encoding. Moreover, even if such an encoding existed, it would have 
to encode 2~ ~ tog ~) states, which requires at least n log n binary variables. This 
is inefficient if n is large, no mat ter  how simple D may be. We give a part ly 
explicit implementation that  is efficient if the determinized output  automaton is 
relatively small. However, most of the computation of the transition relation is 
done implicitly. This point is made precise below. 

Each state of the deterministic automaton is a labelled ordered tree, and 
can be identified by the information it encodes. We need a way of representing 
trees compactly and the representation needs to be canonical for computational 
efficiency. Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD's) not only come with these proper- 
ties, but also are well suited for the computations required to transform a tree 
representing a state of the deterministic automaton to the one that  represents 
the next state on a certain symbol. Multi-valued variables are encoded using 
binary ones. In our implementation a tree is represented as a relation, there- 
fore by the BDD corresponding to its characteristic function. In the following, 
the term "relation" and the characteristic function of the relation will be used 
interchangeably. 

- T h e  p a r e n t h o o d  r e l a t i o n  parent(node1, nodes) is true if and only if node1 
is the (unique) parent of node2 in the tree. 

- T h e  co lo r  r e l a t i o n  color(node1, clr) is true if and only if node1 in the tree 
is colored clr. 

- T h e  s e n i o r i t y  r e l a t i o n  older(nodel, node2) is true if and only if node1 
and node2 have the same parent and node1 is older than nodes in the sense 
defined in Section 4.2. 

- T h e  l a b e l  r e l a t i o n  label(node1, state) is true if and only if state is an 
element of the set of states that  constitute the label of node1. 

A node is uniquely identified by its name, therefore, in the relations abovel node1 
and node2 have range {1, ..., n}. state ranges over QN, the set of states of N and 
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clr can take on values from (green, white}. The relation representing the tree is 
the collection of the relations above. 

By representing trees with BDDs we expect several performance gains. First, 
most trees will have similar structures; therefore the parts of the information 
common to more than one tree will be represented only once. Although with this 
representation we cannot perform operations on sets of states, we can perform 
operations on sets of nodes in the tree, sets of input symbols, sets of labels, sets of 
colors, etc. This point is further detailed as the implementation of the algorithm 
is presented below. Another useful property of BDDs is their canonicity which 
provides a constant time routine for checking whether a state computed has been 
reached before. 

The algorithm that constructs the transition relation for the deterministic 
Rabin automaton is an explicit breadth-first search on the state transition graph 
of the deterministic automaton. However, the states reached from a given state 
for all inputs ~ E ~ are computed in one implicit step. Some of the interesting 
steps of this computation are explained below. 

One step where the implicit representation comes in handy is the implemen- 
tation of step 2 in Safra's algorithm. The implicit computation corresponding to 
this step is 

next_trees(input, select, node1, node2, state, color) = 

3ps (tree(select, node1, no es, state ps, color) ^ (ms input) ) 

Here " 3 ps" denotes existential quantification of the variable ps, " ns ~- state" 
denotes the substitution of the variable state for the variable ns in the final BDD, 
and input is a variable that takes on values from Z. The output next_trees of this 
step carries the following information. If input = (~ is substituted in next_trees, 
the result is a BDD which represents the tree with the new label relation after 
step 2 of Safra's algorithm. Thus, the computation above yields the output of 
step 2 for all ~ E Z, parametrized with respect to input. This is a case where a 
set of computations (those finding the new labels for each node for each input 
symbol) is performed in one step, as opposed to the I~] iterations that would be 
required if the computation was performed sequentially. In hardware verification, 
typically ILl is large, but the number of distinct next states of a given state is 
small. In such cases, our implementation using BDD's is very efficient. 

Similarly, for step 4, the relations older(node1, node2) and parent(node1, nodes) 
can be used in a fixed point computation to obtain left(node1, node2), which 
consists of the pairs (node1, node2) such that node1 has an ancestor al who is 
an older sibling of some a2 who is an ancestor of nodes. Using this relation, all 
deletions in all the nodes of all next state trees can be made in one BDD oper- 
ation, whereas the explicit implementation of step 4 would result in a traversal 
of each next state tree for each state of the non-deterministic automaton N. 

As a final example, consider step 6 in Safra's algorithm. The relation express- 
ing the set of nodes whose labels equal the union of those of their children can 
be computed by one intersection and existential quantification of the relations 
parent(node1, nodes) and label(node1, state) as 
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union_o f _children( nodel~ state) = 

3node2 ( pa ent(.o el,  ode2) A Zabel( odel state) ) 
equal_to_children(nodet ) = 

Vstate ( union_of_children(node1, state) r label(node1, state) ) 

whereas this would require traversing each node at least once in the explicit 
approach. Afterwards, all descendants of a set of nodes can be found by taking 
the transitive closure of the parenthood relation. Almost all other operations 
needed for finding the next states are expressible just  as conveniently. 

4.3 Streett  and Rabin Automata  
In our tool-box, Streett  and Rabin automata  are translated to non-deterministic 
Biichi au tomata  first, and then the construction of Section 4.2 is used to deter- 
minize the resulting Biichi automata.  The complexity of translating a Streett  
automaton into a Biichi automaton is known to be at least exponential in the 
number of (Li, Ui) pairs ([Saf89], [SV89]), whereas for Rabin automata  a poly- 
nomial translation exists (NR(n,  h) --+ NB(n(h + 1)). For details of the trans- 
lations, refer to [Ta@5]. Most other kinds of frequently used w-automata,  such 
as L-processes and L-automata  ([Kur87]) can be translated to Biichi au tomata  
efficiently. 

4.4 Algor i thms for Subclasses  of  Automat a  
Less complex algorithms can be used for determinization and complementation 
if further restrictions are imposed on the structure or the form of the fairness 
constraint of the automaton.  Two interesting cases are examined in this section. 

A u t o m a t a  wi th  Fairness Constraint  G ~ A  In this case, a subset A of the 
states of the automaton are designated "good" and the run must eventually fall 
in A to be accepted. 

We present a procedure for complementing an automaton N = (~,  QN, I,- 
5N, G~~ into a deterministic Biichi automaton D = (~,  QD, {q0}, 5D, Fc~ 
Since D is deterministic, complementing its fairness constraint yields an au- 
tomaton accepting the same language as N, i.e., this construction also serves as 
a determinization procedure. 

The intuition behind the construction is as follows. A string c~ is in L(N) if 
and only if all runs of N on c~ are not accepting, i.e., they all visit a state in 
A = QN - A infinitely often. We build a deterministic automaton D that  keeps 
track of all runs of N, and checks whether all of them visit a state in A infinitely 
often. We achieve this by what can be viewed as a labelled subset construction. 
Every state of D is a set of states of N, each of them labelled "Good" or "Bad". 
From a state s of D on a symbol a,  we go to state t which consists of all the 
states of N that  are reachable from states in s on input a,  and mark a state in 
t as "Good" if and only if either it is in A or all the states in s reaching it are 
labelled "Good" (we refer to this as propagating the labels). If all the states in s 
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are labelled "Good",  s is made a final state of D and the labels on the states in s 
are not propagated.  The unique run of a string c, in D visits final states infinitely 
often if and only if each run of c~ in N visits a state in A infinitely often. A more 
formal specification of D and the proof  of correctness of the construction follows. 

- S t a t e s :  QD = 2 QNx{G~176 i.e., subsets of states of N,  with each state 
of N labelled "Good" or "Bad". 

- T h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  q0 = I x {Bad}, i.e., the initial states of N labelled "Bad". 

- A c c e p t i n g  s t a t e s  C = 2 QNx{G~176 i.e., all states in QD which have all 
"Good" labels. 

- T h e  t r a n s i t i o n  r e l a t i o n  5D: For s E QD, 59 (8, Ol) consists of pairs (q, l) 
such that  

�9 q E Q N  a n d l E { G o o d ,  Bad}. 
�9 q is reachable from some state of N in s, i.e., 3(p, k) E s such that  q E 

5N(p, o,). 
�9 If  s ~ C, i.e., s is not an accepting state, then (l = Good) if and only 

if either q is in A or all states of N in s that  reach q on a are labelled 
"Good".  More formally, (l = Good) if and only if either q E A or 
V(p, k) E s such tha t  q E 5N(p, a), k = G o o d .  

�9 If  s E C, i.e. s is an accepting state having all "Good" labels, then 
(l = Good) if and only if q is in A. 

D has 2 2~ states, some of them possibly unreachable. The proof  of correctness 
of the construction hinges on the following lemma.  

L e m m a l .  Let s be in C (i.e., a final state of D)  and let t be reached from s 
on a string ~, with no final states visited along the way. A pair (q, Good) is in t 
if  and only if q E A or all runs in N reaching from any state in q on string c~ 
have visited a state in A. 

Note tha t  this construction can be generalized to fairness constraints of the 
form Vl<i<h G ~ A i  by labelling each state of N in a state s of D "Goodi" or 
"Badi" for each Ai and changing the fairness constraint to a conjunction of the 
form A F~Al l -G~176  where All_Goodi consists of the states s of D in which all 
labels of states of N in s pertaining to Ai are "Good".  This construction results 
in at most  2 (h+l)n states. 

Our tool-box contains an implicit implementat ion of this construction. 

k - s t e p  O b s e r v a b l y  N o n - d e t e r m i n i s t i c  A u t o m a t a  In [Cer92] "k-step ob- 
servably non-deterministic au tomata"  (k-SOND) are studied. These au toma ta  
are characterized by the fact that  for any present state, the next state is uniquely 
determined by observing the input string up to k symbols ahead. A deterministic 
au tomaton  corresponds to a 1-SOND automaton.  The k-SOND property can be 
checked as follows. Let T(ps,  i, ns) be the transit ion relation of the automaton.  
Let T (k), the next state function with look-ahead of k, be given by 

T(k)(ps, il, i2,..., ik, ns) = 3ns23nsn.. .3nsk [ T(ps,  il, ns) A T(ns ,  i2, ns2)A 
T(n82, i3, ns3)...T(nsj-1, ij, llsj )...T(nsk-1, ik, nSk ) ] 
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Here i1,i2, ...,i~ are variables with range ~ corresponding to the k following 
input symbols. The automaton is k-SOND if T(k)(ps, il, i2, ..., ik, ns) is deter- 
ministic, i.e., given ps and il,  i2, ..., i~, the ns that  yields T (k) = 1 is uniquely 
determined. The determinacy check can be performed by computing the com- 
patible projection of the BDD representing T (k) on the variable ns ([Lin91]) 
and verifying that  the result is identical to T (k). Given fixed k, this procedure 
is polynomial in the size of the representation of T. If it is indeed the case that  
the automaton is k-SOND, complementation is trivial as a k-SOND automaton 
has at most one run on a given string. The automaton is first made complete 
by adding a dummy state and then the fairness constraint is complemented. 
For determinization we give the following construction, which is applicable to 
w-automata  with arbitrary fairness constraints. 

Given a k-SOND automaton N = (Z, QN, {q0}, 5N,q~), we first construct 
an auxiliary automaton X that  keeps record of the last k symbols in the input 
stream. The states of this automaton are Z <k, i.e., strings from S* with length 
less than k. The initial state is the empty string c, and X accepts all strings. 
Therefore, X = (S,  S <k , {e}, 5x, True), where, for a E S 

- If 171 >_ k - 1, then 6x(7, a )  = The last k symbols of Ta.  
- If 17[ < k -  1, then 5x(7,  a)  = 7a. 

We now construct the automaton N I which observes the state of X, i.e. its input 
alphabet is Z <~, the set of states o f X .  N / has the same state space as N except 
for an extra state qinit, i.e., QN' = QN U {qinit}. qinit is the initial state of N ~. 
The transition relation of N ~, 6N,(q, 7) is given as follows. 

- If 171 < k, then 6N' (q, 7) = {q}. 
- -  If 171 = k, then (~g'(q,7) consists of the unique next state of q in N if the 

next k symbols in the input stream were known to be given by 7- 

The automaton N ~ is deterministic, by the definition of a k-SOND automaton.  
N ~ has the same fairness constraint as N. The product of X and N ~ is the 
deterministic automaton that  is desired. X • N I is constructed as follows. The 
state space consists of pairs (qx, qN') such that  qx E Qx  and qN, E QN,. The 
input alphabet is Z.  The transition relation is given as below. 

6X• =- { ( 6x(qx,O~),6N'(qN',qx) ) } 

By construction, in the product X • N ', on an input string o" the N '  component 
of the product state traces with a delay of k steps the states that  N would trace 
on the same input. Observe that,  by the k-SOND property, N has at most one 
run on a given input string: Therefore, by imposing N's  fairness constraint ~ on 
the N '  component of the product state, we obtain an automaton that  accepts 
the same language as N, and, by construction, is deterministic. 

The number of states in X x N '  is at most IQN'I.IQxl = O(nlZIk+l), poly- 
nomial in n and ILl. 

5 E x p e r i m e n t a l  R e s u l t s  

We performed several experiments to gauge the applicability of our algorithms 
in connection with the language containment routines in HSIS. We must state, 
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however, that,  since no similar tools were available previously, we were able to 
find only a few industrial examples. The rest of the experiments were performed 
on artificial examples which were put together to demonstrate various aspects 
of the implementations. 

For property verification, we worked on properties of the form "if event e 
happens, then one of the acceptable responses in S must eventually follow" and 
"the resource is accessed in a fair fashion by all the units that  demand it". For 
these properties, the input and output  au tomata  are typically small (hundreds 
of states) and our tools handle them easily. 

The more challenging application domain for our algorithms is hierarchical 
verification. We believe this is of more practical interest in the digital hardware 
design community. We studied three examples. 

- A bit data  link controller, which was part of an actual CPU design, had 
been abstracted by hand because it was too large for the verification tool to 
handle. The original design had ~ 50 registers. Parts of the hardware were 
removed, and the rest of the transitions that  depend on signals from the 
abstracted part were made non-deterministic, so that  the abstract version 
of the design had ~ 20 registers. Language containment check needed to 
be performed to show the validity of this abstraction, which could not be 
done at the time because the verifier they used did not support  language 
containment between non-deterministic automata.  Later in the process, the 
designers found an error in the abstraction. With our tools, on the other 
hand, the abstracted non-deterministic module was easily complemented to 
yield an automaton with less than 100 states. 

- A distributed memory multi-processor cache consistency protocol. This was 
an artificial example. We specified the protocol using non-deterministic au- 
tomata  to represent the desired behavior of the processors and an arbiter. We 
proved certain properties involving cache consistency using these automata.  
We then constructed more detailed, deterministic implementations for the 
modules and, using our tool-box, proved that each of them implements the 
protocol specification correctly. In this case, the output  au tomata  had less 
than 1000 states. 

- The environment of a terminal was modelled using a non-deterministic au- 
tomaton. (An example from industry.) To check if this abstraction was cor- 
rect, we applied our tools to complement the environment, which had ~ 20 
state variables and obtained an output  automaton with less than 100 states. 

To examine the limits of our current implementation, we took a scalable ex- 
ample and applied our partly implicit determinization algorithm to it. We were 
able to go to approximately 100,000 states in the determinized automaton on 
a DECstation 5000/260 with 480 MB of memory. This number is much larger 
than that  needed for the applications we ran our algorithm on. 

The availability of both implicit and explicit algorithms in the tool-box offers 
flexibility on the kinds of examples on which the tool-box can be applied. To 
demonstrate this, on a set of automata  with fairness constraints of the form 
G~ we compared the performance of the implicit algorithm we gave for this 
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special case (denoted by Z M  in this paragraph) with that  of the partly explicit 
algorithm (denoted by EX). On a set of scalable examples, we compared run 
time and memory consumption. While EX used resources linear in the size of 
the determinized automaton, EAd's performance showed little dependence on 
this. IAd ' s  resource usage depended more directly on the input automaton, 
which determines the number of state variables needed to encode the state of 
the determinized automaton. For a set of input automata  of fixed size n, by 
k we denote the size of the determinized automaton. For small k, EX has an 
advantage. As k increases, the resource usage of 2:,~r remains almost constant, 
while that  of EX increases linearly. Thus, after a crossover point, 2:Ad was more 
advantageous and handled cases that  EX could not handle. (In one such case, 
the output automaton had more than 216 states.) It needs to be noted, however, 
that  EX is the only feasible alternative if the input automaton is large but the 
output automaton is still of reasonable size. 

Although the memory consumption of the partly explicit algorithm is the 
limiting factor for larger examples, this does not affect further stages of the veri- 
fication tool. It can be shown that  ([Ta~95]) the BDD representing the transition 
relation of the output automaton has at most m. IZI.(2. flog m] + flog iz i])  nodes. 
Since the amount of memory used by the algorithm to represent each state and 
transition is much more than that  needed for one BDD node, the BDD repre- 
senting the transition relation takes up much less memory than the algorithm 
itself uses. 

There is room for further improvement in our implementation. Our main 
goal was to show that  determinization algorithms, and therefore, language con- 
tainment check between non-deterministic automata  can be done in practice in 
many cases. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  
We have studied non-deterministic automata,  and presented algorithms and 
techniques that  make their use in verification systems possible. We have demon- 
strated the usefulness of non-determinism, and investigated its applications in 
computer-aided verification. The main contribution of our work is a set of tools 
that  can determinize and complement widely used kinds of w-automata. We 
have also addressed simpler cases where less complex techniques can be em- 
ployed. By testing our tools on actual examples, we have shown that  in many 
cases of practical interest it is computationally feasible to use determinization 
and complementation algorithms as part of a verification system. 

One limitation of our current implementation is the need to convert to a 
Biichi automaton from a Streett automaton before determinization. In [Saf92] 
a technique for determinizing a Streett automaton (DS(n, h)) directly into a 
Rabin automaton (DR(2~ '*h t~ ,~h)nh)) is given, while our approach would 
yield 2 ~ tog (,2~)) states in the worst case. This is a largely theoretical point; 
if the worst case behavior is observed, both approaches are far from practical. 
However, whether it is the case in practice that  [Saf92]'s approach handles a 
large number of fairness constraints better than our approach remains to be 
investigated. 
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Checking for simulation relations between two non-deterministic au toma ta  
can be viewed as a conservative approximat ion to checking language contain- 
ment.  This check is polynomiM if there are no fairness constraints, but  is NP- 
complete for a weak notion of fair simulation relations for Streett  conditions 
([DHW91],[HB95]). The most  intuitive way to refine an abstract  design is to re- 
place a state with a set of states tha t  add more detail, in which case a simulation 
relation is likely to exist. The shortcomings of this approach are that  language 
containment can hold while no simulation relation exists, and that ,  in case no 
simulation relations are found, it is difficult to get feedback information to guide 
the modification of the design so as to make the check pass. The performances 
and practical applicability of checking for simulation relations and our approach 
need to be compared. 
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Appendix: Proofs 

Proof (Lemma 1). By induct ion  on the length of  cr. For ]or I = 0 or 1 the state- 
men t  holds by the const ruct ion of  the next st-ate function.  Assume tha t  the 
s t a t emen t  holds for ]cr] = k. For[or I = k + 1 , let cr = 7c~, where ]71 = ~. Let  
r be the s tate  of  D reached f rom s on 7. A state  q in t is labelled as "Good"  
if and only if all of  its predecessors in r (all s tates of N tha t  reach q on (~) are 
labelled "Good" ,  or q is in A. By the induct ion assumpt ion,  the states of  N in 
r are labelled "Good"  if and only if all runs tha t  reached them f rom states in s 
on 7 have visited a s tate  in A. Therefore,  a s tate  q in t is labelled as "Good"  if 
and only if all runs reaching it have visited a s tate  in A or q itself is in A. 

L e m m a 2 .  The construction for complementing G ~ automata given in Sec- 
tion ,~ is correct, i.e., a string c~ is accepted by D if and only if it is not accepted 
by N.  

Proof (Lemma 2, =V direction). Assume tha t  c~ is accepted by D. Then  the run 
of  D on a visits s tates in C infinitely often. Let co, cl, c2, ... be the sequence of  
final s tates of  D visited along the run, and let ai denote the par t  of  a t ha t  takes 
us f rom ci to Ci+l. Let m be any run of  N on c~. Let m0, m l ,  m2 be the states on 
m tha t  fall into co, cl, c2, ..., respectively. All th  mi's must  be labelled "Good" .  
By L e m m a  1, an mi is labelled "Good"  if all runs in N on xi_ 1 f rom all s tates 
in ci-1 (therefore rni-1 too) go th rough  a s tate  in A. Therefore,  m visits s tates  
in A infinitely often. Since IA] is finite, m visits some state  in A infinitely often. 
Thus,  i n f (m)  ~: A for any run m on or. This  implies t ha t  G ~ A  does not  hold 
for any run. 

Proof (Lemma 2, ~ direction). Assume towards  a contradic t ion tha t  cr is ac- 
cepted by bo th  N and D. Then  there exists a run m of N on cr t ha t  eventual ly 
visits s tates in A only. Also, since D accepts or, the run of  D on (7 goes t h rough  
an infinite sequence of  states in C, co, cl, c2, .... Let cj be a s tate  in C visited 
during the infinitary par t  of  the run in D. F rom cj to cj+l, there is a run in N 
f rom a state  in cj (the one tha t  is on m) to a s tate  in Cj+l (again the one on m) 
tha t  goes th rough  states in A only. This  contradicts  L e m m a  1. 


